CELEBRATING

25

YEARS OF MEMBERSHIP
Frederick & JoAnne Krieger
HIDE-A-WAY
Joyce Peckham
MO/KAN BOXER RESCUE
GCH Midnight Sky's Endure the Payne

Joyce Peckham

MO/KAN BOXER RESCUE
Susan D. Williams

STAR HAVEN

Susan’s Lone Star Lucky Penny
CGC CD (pictured at 14 years old)

AM/CAN CH Caymans Sweet Dream
Come True
Susan D. Williams
STAR HAVEN

CH Caymans Mac O’Neill CD

CH Caymans Texas Lawman CD
Susan D. Williams

STAR HAVEN

CH Star Havens Dream Winds

CH Steven Stars Summer Sunset
CGC CD CDX TD

Susan D. Williams
STAR HAVEN
MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP WINS WITH A BOXER
Mackenzie S. Jones

Most Junior Showmanship wins with a Boxer
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD

2016
Bobbi Compton
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT 2016
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT

Dr. James & Priscilla Kilman
HEART ACRE BOXERS
with their daughter Jennifer
Hall of Fame
2016
American Boxer Club
HALL OF FAME

EARL W
OVERSTREET

EWO Boxers

Pictured with
CH EWO’s Crystal DOM
Dam of 2 Legion of Merit sires
CH EWO’s Tie Breaker LOM
ACC Seaside’s EWO Surf Breaker LOM
Earl with CH Heldenbrand’s Jet Breaker LOM
UNSUNG HERO

AMERICAN BOXER CLUB

2016

UNSUNG HERO

2016
UNSUNG HERO NOMINEES

Brenda Bass
Connie Back
Joanne Hart Rittenhouse
John Knoph
Shirley Laussade
UNSUNG HERO NOMINEES
UNSUNG HERO BOXER NOMINEES

• Ay Da Derjava CGC Therapy Dog
  BH P1 CD BREVET French Ring 1
  AXJ OAJP CAT DSRD

• Cozette

• Finn

• Karl

• Sabiye von Bachbett DPO IPO3
  Police VSK FH IPO-ZTP
UNSUNG HERO BOXER NOMINEES
Finn
UNSUNG HERO BOXER
CONFORMATION AWARDS
2016
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR
DOG WINS

CH Anscha-Happy Tail's You Don’t Know Jack

Sire: Am GCHS/Can GCH Shadigee's Calculated Risk
Dam: GCH Cimarron's Do You Know the Muffin Man

Breeders/Owners: Ann Schach & Kim A Schach & Amy C Bieri
CH Anscha-Happy Tail's You Don't Know Jack
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS

Breho Unforgettable

Sire: CH Marburl's Hidalgo SOM
Dam: GCHP CH Breho Fortuity Shared Treasure DOM CD RN CGC RatO

Breeders:/Owners: Brenda Stuckey &Theresa Galle & June Sutherlin, DVM, PhD
Breho Unforgettable
MOST BEST OF BREED WINS
MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST WINS
MOST BEST IN SHOW WINS

GCHP CH Mephisto’s Speak Of The Devil

Sire:  GCHB CH Naja’s Mi-T Alliance SOM
Dam:  Mephisto’s Bada Bing

Breeders:  Michelle & Peter Yeadon & Monika Pinsker
Owners:  Mrs. Jack Billhardt & Mr. Sergio Tenenbaum
GCHP CH Mephisto’s Speak Of The Devil
MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS (3 Way Tie)

GCHP CH HiJinx This Is How I Roll

Sire: CH Bridgewood’s Chasin’ The Starz
Dam: CH Sapphire’s High Heels In Vegas

Breeders: Bette Jo Nunn & Bridget Reinhold
Owner: Bette Jo Nunn
GCHP CH HiJinx This Is How I Roll
MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS (3 Way Tie)

GCHG CH Streamline N Inspiration's Crime Boss

Sire: GCH ACCH Rikar's Crime Of The Century SOM
Dam: GCHG CH Sapphires Violet Sky In Vegas Of Streamline

Breeders: Mack & Joleena Young & Gina Freer
Owners: Mack & Joleena Young & Gina Freer & Jennifer Crane
GCHG CH Streamline N Inspiration's Crime Boss
MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS (3 Way Tie)

GCHG CH Marburl And Illyrian’s Lone Ranger

Sire: CH Marburl’s Hildago SOM
Dam: GCH Illyrian’s Charmed I’m Sure DOM

Breeders: Gail Kloecker & Mary Frances Burleson
Owners: Mary Frances Burleson & Lee Mitchell & Gail Kloecker
GCHG CH Marburl And Illyrian's Lone Ranger
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

IRONDALE

Jimmy and Wendy Bettis
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

GCHG ACC Irondale’s Look At Me Now SOMG

Sire: GCHS ACC Duba-Dae’s Who’s Your Daddy SOMG LOM
Dam: GCH Gingerbread Christmas Cookie DOM

Breeder: Lenore Ryan & Wendy Bettis
Owners: Jimmy & Wendy Bettis
GCHG ACC Irondale’s Look At Me Now
SOMG
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS (Tie)

CH Just-A-Wyn’s Luv Bug II DOM

Sire: GCH Sharledar's Simply Decadent
Dam: CH Just-A-Wyn's Celtic Princess

Breeders/Owners: Mary Lynn & Ashley Wynieski & Tammy Zook
CH Just-A-Wyn’s Luv Bug II DOM
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS (Tie)

CH MaxI’s Bombshell DOM

Sire: CH Illyrian's Trilogy SOM
Dam: Mex/AmGCH DLG Rainbow’s End DOM

Breeders/Owners: Michelle Rocca & Donna Galante & Lori McClain Ferguson
CH Maxl’s Bombshell DOM
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET

CH Storybook Page After Page SOM

Sire: CH Maxl’s Golden Boy SOM LOM  
Dam: Rochil’s Black Magic Woman DOM  

Breeders/Owners: Skip & Linda Abel
DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET (Tie)

CH Breho Emerson Shock ‘n Ya’Il DOM

Sire: ACC Cadance’s Look At Me Now RN OA AXJ
Dam: Breho Emerson Shine On Me BN RN NA NAJ

Breeders/Owners: Brenda Stuckey & Karen & James Emerson & Theresa Galle
CH Breho Emerson Shock ‘n Ya’ll DOM
Country Time’s Archangel Of Ardor CGC
DOM

Sire: CH Port O Call’s First Mate
Dam: Port O Call’s Black Diamond

Breeder: Rhonda O McNutt
Owner: Amber L Norton
Country Time’s Archangel Of Ardor CGC DOM
DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET (Tie)

GCHS CH Encore’s Over The Moon DOM

Sire: ACC Encore’s Bismark SOMG
Dam: CH Encore’s Godiva DOM

Breeders: Jan & Richard Mumford & Cheryl A Cates
 Owners: Jan Mumford & Cheryl A Cates
GCHS CH Encore’s Over The Moon DOM
DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET (Tie)

CH Parasol Moonwind Hallelujah DOM

Sire: CH Kelly’s Love Me Tender at Shalsade
Dam: CH Parasol Moonwind Irish Eyes

Breeders: Susan Kelly, Margie Hennessey, Joyce Meyer, Cassidy Crockett & Lise Chaplin

Owners: Dr. Cheryl Matlock & Susan Kelly & Lise Chaplain & Chris Downs
CH Parasol Moonwind Hallelujah DOM
PERFORMANCE AWARDS
CHAMPIONS
2016
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Happy Tail’s White Collar Crime BN MXB MXB

Sire: CH Happy Tail’s Crime Time CD RN MX MXB MXJ NF
Dam: GCH CH Chessel’s N Happy Tail’s Summer Lovin’

Owner: Rae Powell

Breeders: Amy C Bieri & C Todd Bieri & Lori McClain Ferguson & Marci J Bell
MACH Happy Tail’s White Collar Crime BN
MXB MXB
Master Agility Champion Award

MACH Grandbois’ Duke MXB MJB OF T2B

Sire:  GCHS CH Schmidt’s-GC Moose A. Moose OA OAJ OAP NJP OF CA
Dam:  Sophie Karmen Electra OAP OJP

Owner:  Lisa Lovasco
Breeders:  Andrew Lundahl & Rachel Lundahl
MACH Grandbois’ Duke MXB MJB OF T2B
GCH CH MACH5 Windwood’s Daring Soul of Sherwood CDX RE MXB2 MJS2 MFB TQX T2B

Sire: CH Breho I Bee Shinin’
Dam: Windwood’s Heart N Soul

Owners: Colleen Fleury & Ike Liotto
Breeder: Ms Shirley Stanton
GCH CH MACH5 Windwood’s Daring Soul of Sherwood CDX RE MXB2 MJS2 MFB TQX T2B
Sunchase’s Spin the Bottle CDX BN RA AX AXJ NF CGCA

Sire: CH Sunchase’s Zero To Hero UDX RN MX MXJ
Dam: CH Indigo’s Wynning Roulette Spin at Sunchase

Owners: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Goselin-Brouillette
Breeders: Tracy Hendrickson & Rhoda Goselin-Brouillette
Sunchase’s Spin the Bottle CDX BN RA AX AXJ NF CGCA
Performance Awards

ABC Top Performance Boxer

MACH PACH4 Ydk’s Desert West Wind CD BN RE MXB MJS MXP11 MXPC MJP12 MJPC PAX4 XF MFP TQXP T2B T2BP

Sire: CH Bargary’s Buried Treasure
Dam: Bargary’s Happy Days RN NA NAJ

Owner: Jennifer Yates
Breeders: Jennifer Yates & Barbara Wadge & Clint Yates
MACH PACH4 Ydk’s Desert West Wind CD BN RE MXB MJS MXP11 MXPC MJP12 MJPC PAX4 XF MFP TQXP T2B T2BP
Performance SIRE of MERIT

CH Breezewood's Lord of Wystmont
CDX RE CGC TDI
SOM LOM PSOM
“D’ARTY”

CH Barbary Lane Dare be Bold
CH Breezewood's Reflections

20 Titled Performance Get
SOM with Most Performance Titled Get
For The Year: 2011 (tie), 2012, 2013, 2017
LEGION OF MERIT AWARD
2016
CH Breezewood's Lord of Wystmont
CDX RE CGC TDI SOM LOM
CH Barbary Lane Dare be Bold x CH Breezewood's Reflections
GCHS ACC Duba-Dae's Who's Your Daddy SOMG LOM
CH Duba-Dae's Buster Brown SOM x CH Duba-Dae's Diamond Evolution
RETROSPECTIVE
GRAND CHAMPION
BOXERS
2010-2016
American Boxer Club

FIRST GRAND CHAMPION

GCHG Winfall Brookwood Styled Dream
First
GCHB
GCHS
GCHG
GCHP
Boxer
1550 pts
10/07
2011

GCHP R and G’s Mystical Dancer S O M G
GCHP2 Winfall’s I Dream of Style

First
GCH Boxer
P2
Boxer

October 11, 2013

American Boxer Club
American Boxer Club

OLDEST BOXER TO GAIN GCH

GCH Yankee’s Trina of Harmson

ACC Yankee’s Patriot at Hi-Tech SOM x Rampart’s Boston at Yankee

11 Years 22 Days
6 Majors /5 Defeats
American Boxer Club

GCH ACC River Ridge Man About Town
CCH Berlane's Corporate Image
CH Riverridge Freckled Playgirl DOM

OLDEST BOXER MALE TO GAIN GCH
11 yrs. 28 days

★
Oldest Sire of Merit to attain GCH

10 Years 5 Months 10 Days

GCH Faerdorn Dust Buster SOM (UK)
GCHP Breho Fortuity Shared Treasure
CD RN RATO CGC DOM
CH Illyrian's Trilogy SOM x CH Maxlan Breho Treasure Hunter
SIRES and DAMS OF MERIT OF GRAND CHAMPIONS
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHB Naja's Mi-T Alliance SOMG

GCHB ACC Mi-T's Believe It or Not SOM X

CH Naja's Date With Destiny
SIRE OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

GCHG ACC
Irondale’s Look
At Me Now
SOMG

GCHS ACC Duba-Dae's
Who's Your Daddy
SOMG LOM
x
GCH Gingerbread
Christmas Cookie
DOM
CH Sarkel's Setum Up Again at Nantess  DOMG
CH Nantess Myde High Roller  SOM
CH Sarkel's True Image by Hi-Stand
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

GCH Fourbears' Never Hungry DOMG
CH EWO's Reflection of Breaker SOM x
Starfrost Ermine N' Pearls DOMG
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

CH Pritchett's Murbe Chew's May-Ewe DOMG
CH Paramount's Boogie Nights SOM x Murbe Storm of the Century DOM
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

ACC TJ's Miss Parker DOMG

CH JEMS-Rosend's Jamin Uptown x Waverly's JEMS Fearless
SIRE OF MERIT AWARD

2016
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Avalon’s Code Red SOM
CH Avalon’s Windwalker x CH Avalon’s Lalique
SIRE OF MERIT

Avalon’s Justice of Windsong SOM

CH Sundarby’s Fleetwood Mac SOM SOM x CH Avalon’s Windsong DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Encore’s Ferrari SOM
CH Encore’s Jazzman x CH Encore’s Provocative
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Happytail’s Dart Impact SOM

CH Breezewood’s Lord of Wystmont CDX RE SOM LOM x Interlude’s Happy Talk
GCH Illyrian and Marburl’s Hail to the Chief SOM
GCHB Marburl’s Chisum X Illyrian’s Ready to Charm DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Mel-O-D’S Living By The Word SOM
ACC Bentbrooks Texas Trooper x CH Mel-O-D’s Right As Rain
SIRE OF MERIT

GCH ACC Mi-T’S Believe It or Not SOM
CH Kimkar’s Hi-Tech Traveler SOM x ACC Mi-T’s Forever Love
CH Murbe Chew Irondale Just Josh SOM
GCHS ACC Duba-Dae’s Who’s Your Daddy SOM LOM x
CH Pritchett’s Murbe Chew’s May-Ewe DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCH Pheasant Hollow’s Kryptonite SOM
CH Pheasant Hollow’s Asurebet x Phesant Hollow’s Josette
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHS ACC Tybrushe’s Ain’t No Saint SOM
GCHS ACC Duba-Dae’s Who’s Your Daddy SOMG LOM x
CH Ensign’s Futura Vita of Tybrushe DOM
SIRE OF MERIT

ACC Yankee’s Patriot At Hi-Tech SOM

CH Hi-Tech Johnny J of Boxerton SOM LOM x
CH Yankee’s Homecoming DOM
DAM OF MERIT

GCH Baibrook's Gold in a Penny Arcade DOM

GCH Raineylane-Studio DaVinci SOMG x Baibrook's Golden Glow of Amber
Blue Monday's All American Girl DOM
CH Blue Monday's Honky Tonk Moon x Blue Monday's Home Wrecker
CH Breho Emerson Shock'n Y'all DOM

ACC Cadance's Look at me Now RN x

Breho Emerson Shine on Me, BN, RN, NA, NAJ
DAM OF MERIT

CH Breho Emerson Voodoo Doll DOM

CH Storybook Page After Page SOM
CH Breho Emerson Shock‘n Y‘all DOM
GCHP Breho Fortuity Shared Treasure
CD RN RATO CGC DOM
CH Illyrian's Trilogy SOM x CH Maxlan Breho Treasure Hunter
DAM OF MERIT

CH Chessel's Calypso's Song N Dance DOM

CH Kimkar's Hi-Tech Traveler SOM

CH Chessel's Striving for Perfection
DAM OF MERIT

ACC Counterpunch's Lucid Dream DOM
CH Adellin's Simply Nantess SOM x CCH Counterpunch Taylor Made
Country Time's Archangel of Ardor CGC TD READ DOM
CH Port o Call's First Mate x Portocall's Black Diamond
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

CH Desert's All Summer Long DOM

ACC JEMS Rock the House SOM x

CH Desert N Sundance's Summertime DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Encore's Godiva DOM

CH Encore's Atticus A-Braxx-Us SOM x Encore's Charmed
DAM OF MERIT

GCHS Encore's Over the Moon DOM
ACC Encore's Bismark SOM x CH Encore's Godiva DOM
GCH Fantom's Power Play Goal DOM
GCHS ACC Duba-Dae's Who's Your Daddy SOMG LOM
CH Raintree's Sweet Dreams DOM
Harmson N Standing-O Telling Secrets DOM
CH Shadow's Nairobi SOM LOM
GCH Yankee's Trina of Harmson
DAM OF MERIT

GCHB AJC Hi-Tech Hi-Drama of Sherry Shoot JP DOM
CH Capri's Woods End Spellcaster SOM LOM
AJC Dramatic Story of Sherry Shoot JP
GCH Illyrian's Charmed I'm Sure DOM

CH LaRich Stars to the Maxl SOM
Illyrian's Ready to Charm DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Irondale N Rodela's Flash Forward DOM
CH Irondale's Jagged Edge SOM x CCH Boxberry Burn Baby Burn
DAM OF MERIT

CH Irondale's What You Got DOM
GCHS ACC Duba-Dae's Who's Your Daddy SOMG LOM
Midnight's Black Opal
CH Just-A-Wyn's Luv Bug II DOM

GCHS CH Sharledar's Simply Decadent x
CH Just-A-Wyn Celtic Princess
DAM OF MERIT

KP-Burlwood's Shut Up N' Drive DOM

ACM Burlwood's Drive'm Wild Dreamweaver

Turo's Classic Design
DAM OF MERIT

CH Liston's Lucky Charms DOM
Liston's Ritchie Valens SOM x Liston's Ivy League
DAM OF MERIT

CH Maxl's Bombshell DOM

CH Illyrian's Trilogy SOM x GCH DLG Rainbow's End DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH McCoy's Melt Your Heart DOM
CH McCoy's Hide Your Hearts SOM x McCoy's Farther Along DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Mircoa's Glitters with Attitude for Skyview
DOM

CH Strawberry N Reo Gold Country SOM x Mircoa's Stiring Things Up
DAM OF MERIT

CH Nantess Simply The Best DOM
CH Adellin's Simply Nantess SOM x
CH Nantess Struts Yourself

American Boxer Club
CH O'Bravo N Starlyn's Desert Sands DOM
CH Ensign's Honest Abe x O'Bravo Strutting Over to LaRich
DAM OF MERIT

GCH R and G's Dash of Class DOM

ACC Berlane's Joint Venture SOM x CH R and G's Arizona Wildcat DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Ramasun's Abi Hannah Montana DOM

ACC Yankee's Patriot at Hi-Tech SOM x Jabez Abi Princess Lilly
DAM OF MERIT

Rocket's Sky's the Limit CD RN DOM
ACC Naja's Enterprise of Summer CD AGN SOM
CH Bluecollar's Starship Mercury CD RA NA NAJ CGC TT
Savoye's Siren Song of Lattalane DOM
Lattalane's Command Performance x Savoye's Cinderella Sundance
DAM OF MERIT

Starlyn's Vegas Ladye DOM
Handsome Hermoso Pena x Kacy Carroll-Jerbis
DAM OF MERIT

CH Upstream's Once Upon a Time, NA NAJ CA DOM
Upstream's Magie Noire CA x Upstream's Flash Dance
GCHS Vixayo's Golden Hammer

AMERICAN BOXER TOP TWENTY
PEOPLE'S CHOICE AWARD